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Dear Ms Frum, .
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I've resisted wri~ing you 'or several months, mostl~ i~ an
attempt to 'ind a way to say what I have to say without
seeming to throw down a glove.

First, let me assure you 0' my great respect. You have long
been the model 0' 'interviewer' in this country. When I,
was a student, a person involved in social action group~, a
journalist, and now an independent 'ilm and video producer,
you've had, and continue to have my greatest respect.

It's precisely because you command this respect so broadly
that I 'inally could not resist the urge to write you, with
re'erence to an interview on environmental illness, a
triple-ender with Dr. Irvine Korman and another person
whose name escapes me. The hook was the case 0' Sandr~

Stronge, described in a Maclean'. article-, attached.

Your interview, in this case, may have thrown more- shadow
than light on the subject. Allow me this e-xplanation ...

Environme-ntal illness is not the same as,alle-rgy. People
with El might have allergies, but the- typical sensitivity
reaction produced by e-nvironmental illness is not
necessarily an allergic reaction. The- 'act that people with
the disease- have used the word aller~y to explain their
symptoms has produced a backlash 'rom allergists, who claim,
perhaps correctly, that the- sensitivity reactions 0'
environmentaL illness have- nothing to do with alle-rgy.

J' ,
Journalists looking 'or se-condary corroboration have usually
gone to allergists, who, 'or all I know, are- correct in
asserting no relation. 0' course this has undermined the
credibility 0' environmental illness su"ere-rs, who have
claimed to have something they may not really have, because
it seeme-d a way 0' explaining their re-actions to others.

Another problem: People who have environmental illness
exhibit a wide variety 0' symptoms. Rare-ly are- two pe-ople
the same-. Rarely does the same substance produce- the same
reaction in di"erent people.

We're not used to that. Doctors and health researchers
4ren't used to it either. It plays havoc when trying to
duplicate- experiment results, perhaps the most basic
scienti'ic me-thod 'or validating any theory.
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As well, some people with environmental illness have
reactions that affect their brains. Some become anxious,
depressed, and some even become psychotic. The exhibition
of these seemin~y psychological symptoms has perhaps done
more than an~thins e~ to undermine credibility. Doctors,
authoritieS7 and l~ved ones, unfamiliar with environmental
illness, often decide the patient is imagining the
symptoms, or ~hat lhe reactions are a function of stress
caused by a mental illness.

Mast people with environmental illness have faced a period,
sometimes decades long,' where they have been reassured by
doctors that all they need to do is have a more positive
outlook.

No-one except others with serious illnesses can understand
the importance of that last point. It is essential to work
hard at maintaining a positive attitude, doing what one can,
realizing and enjoying one's gifts as well as one's 'hard
luck'. A negative attitude leads to a self-fufilling
downwards spiral.

But if there is a physical reaction going on, all the Polly
annas in the world won't do any better than all the king's
horses and all the king's men.

Software problems can't be fixed when the hardware is
dysfunctional.

Please understand, I don't expect you to accept our concerns
without your usual sharp scrutiny. In fact you would
dissappoint me if you did. I know the value of shining a
hard light on a subject. People with this illness are as
interested in the questions as we are in what we think we
know-so far.

But please aicept that we are not wandering crazies who have
latched onto a panacea cure through the charismatic gaze of
faith healers, and please understand how we rightly resent
being characterized as such.

Twice, at least, you implied this in questioning Dr.
Korman.

You can imagine the effect on people who are in conflict
with employers, with loved ones, and with their Ol-m feelings
of inadequacy which result from having a self image of being
'defective'.
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Victims have needs that often are in conflict with those
close to them. Special diet, housing, employment, and other
health needs are not always easily understood by others, no
matter how strong their attachment. Often people close to
someo ne d i ~gnJ) se<::\ as :j:1av i n 9 a chr 0 n i c ill ness have a har d
enough time,c;;gettin'lg past the denial stage themselves,
without it being suggested by respected and responsible
social leaders, s~ch as yourself, that the whole thing is
illusory.

I hope you will continue your analysis, and not weaken your
scrutiny in any way. Obviously, only the truth will help
us.

But discriminatory remarks such as those you made during Dr.
Korman's interview will, in the future, be brought before
the Ontario Human Rights Commission under discrimination
against disability provisions, at the advice of commission
staff.

Thank you, and good luck with your own fight.
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you well.

Chris Brown

P.S. I really do have a tremendous respect for you.

cc. Mark Starowitz
Head, CBC TV Current Affairs
CBC Equal Opportunities Office
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